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APPLICATION
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Dodge Ram

615802 and 615803
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Our Dodge M1 mesh Grilles will not fit certain style of OE Dodge Ram grille shells. This applys to both the 1500 and
HD models.
The 2013-14 models have a center vertical bar that is flush with the rest of the grille. (Fig A) Instead of the recessed
style in previous years (Fig B). We have seen some overlapping with the years (12 model with the flush style, 13
model with the recessed style) so please be aware of this.
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We are currently working on trying to come up with a solution. i.e. amend the current part so it will fit or
a new version to fit that style.

If you have any questions please contact us.

1-800-776-0767
tech@smittybilt.com
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